
THE UNKNOWN

We were in 1975 , at this time the misdeeds were permanent. Many detectives solved this 
crimes but a detective was better than others: Reverend Green .
He was extraordinary. He solved each case in not much time .
The last night two butlers heard a scream in a manor and ran to speak about this  Reverend 
Green .
It was 11 p m Reverend Green was with a team for enter in manor : Dr plum , Miss Scarlett 
and the colonel Stramberries .
In a manor there was a couple (Mister palenblue and Miss palenblue).
They entered in the manor , the team  had to split into 2 groups ,Miss Scarlet with Reverend 
Green and the colonel with Dr plum. Suddenly after 20 min of research Scarlet and Reverend 
Green found in a cellar a corpse hanging on  a rope.It was a Mister Palenblue !

They all gathered in a living room of manor . 

The team had a lot of clues and proof. They had many suspects : miss paleublue and the 2 
butlers and they asked them their alibis .

" what were you doing the night of the murders please ?! " said Reverend Green 

Miss Paleublue said "I was in my bedroom reading a book ."

Miss white, one for the two butlers told Reverend Green "I was in a kitchen to prepare tomor-
row’s breakfast.



"and you !?" said Reverend Green to the second butler

"Me?!" "I was in a garden to take care of the laundry"

"okok" said reverend Green "with  Dr plum we will get some prints in the manor. We will see 
you later

The next day the result were arrived !

who was the killer?

Unfortunately the prints didn’t  correspond to any suspect!

It was a failure for Reverend Green

He was desperate to solve this mystery.

But they had a precious proof. Indeed he had found a message in the cellar probably  written by 
the killer: "Give me £ 40,000 tomorrow before dawn in front of the mansion or I would kill another-
person."
Reverend Green did not want to submit to the demand of a killer. Otherwise it meant a stinging de-
feat for him.
The next day they were thinking about a plan.
Unfortunately! Someone was missing! The colonel was nowhere to be found

The whole team spent the morning looking for the colonel but he had simply vanished!
At the end of this investigation of the mansion Reverend Green was puzzled.  So he left the 
room and went for a walk near a well. 
When he arrived, he saw no sign of the colonel. But when he looked more closely to the well 
he saw, the colonel ! Stabbed in the well !

 " The killer said right !!! " He had just killed another person ! 



To be also informed about the locations of the team the killer had to be among the suspects.
He would ask a town fingerprint specialist to recheck the invalid fingerprints he had found.
He now had to wait 2 days.
Boom! The results arrived.
The specialist now had to examine the fingers of each of the suspects.

So at 3 p.m. all the suspects and all of Reverend's team had their fingers scanned.

But Miss Paleblue, the dead man's wife said:
"I refuse to have my fingers analysed. I have already been proven innocent!"
But Reverend convinced her to do it just anybody else.

Big surprise Miss paleblue exactly matches the killer's footprints!
But who had tampered with the first fingerprints? Scarlett asked.

It was obviously DR Plum!

Both had concrete proof that he was the murderer!
But why did they do this?
Reverend Green and his team never solve this mystery!
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